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Abstract 

Training and optimizing object detection models can be time consuming and costly for companies 

seeking to transform their operations through computer vision automation. To speed 

deployments, we use the NVIDIA® TAO Toolkit to incorporate TAO pre-trained models into the 

end-to-end intelligent video analytics pipeline described in our previous project “Boost Video 

Analytics Throughput Using NVIDIA® Metropolis - Triton™ Inference Server and DeepStream 

SDK” [1].  

 

This edition illustrates using the TAO Toolkit to fine-tune and optimize an existing NVIDIA pre-

trained object detector model to target it towards our end purpose. Once we have obtained a 

desired, accurate model through combined retraining and pruning, we use the built-in converter 

in the TAO toolkit to convert the model into inference engines. These engines utilize the highly 

optimized TensorRT libraries to map operations onto the parallel GPU computation paths using 

CUDA instructions. As we deploy the model (or more precisely the inference engines derived from 

it) we then leverage NVIDIA’s DeepStream SDK and Triton™ Inference Server running on a Dell 

EMC R7515 Server to achieve greater throughput. We apply techniques such as multi-stream 

processing, dynamic batching, optimized object tracking, and multi-instance inference engine 

execution. The resulting complex but easily built processing pipelines then maximize high 

accuracy inference throughput and demonstrate how deploying NVIDIA® GPUs in a cost-

optimized Dell EMC PowerEdge server enables large-scale real-time video analytics. 
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Executive Summary 
 

This whitepaper on intelligent video analytics is an extension of our previous paper, “Boost Video 

Analytics Throughput Using NVIDIA® Metropolis - Triton™ Inference Server and DeepStream” 

[1]. Now we have incorporated NVIDIA pre-trained models and the use of the NVIDIA TAO Toolkit, 

which lets developers create production ready models through fine-tuning using a fraction of the 

data required when training deep neural networks from scratch. These tools combine powerfully 

with Dell Server technology to enable users to capture the full benefits of transfer learning in real 

world vision AI applications that include object detection, object tracking, and image 

segmentation. The resulting combination delivers vision AI applications that are highly accurate, 

scalable, performant and can be deployed seamlessly.  
 

We use two examples to step through network implementation, showing how to retrain and fine-

tune an object detection model with the TAO Toolkit and deploy it for inference with the NVIDIA 

DeepStream SDK and the Triton™ Inference Server on the PowerEdge R7515 server.  
 

First, we explore the use of RetinaNet, one of the TAO supported object detector models and pair 

it with an EfficientNet backbone for feature extraction. The combined RetinaNet / EfficientNet_b0 

backbone pretrained on the ImageNet dataset is available from the NVIDIA NGC catalog – a 

GPU-optimized hub of AI software. We use the TAO toolkit to target the model towards a different 

dataset, the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology and Toyota Technological Institute set of traffic 

images (the KITTI object detection benchmark dataset). Our discussion and diagrams 

schematically illustrate the overall TAO toolkit usage comprising dataset conversion, retraining, 

evaluation, pruning and model to floating point and integer inference engine conversion. We show 

the throughput performance achieved on the Dell EMC R7515 using both unpruned and pruned 

engines. We also discuss the optional path of using quantization-aware-training to produce the 

INT8 engines. 
 

A second example, one of the same RetinaNet but this time paired with a ResNet18 backbone, 

is then stepped through in greater detail.  We look at the model’s mean Average Precision (mAP) 

and throughput for various instantiations – as standalone engines with varying representation 

(floating point 32 and 16 bit, and 8-bit integer), as engines running within DeepStream and finally 

as engines configured several ways within the DeepStream multi- stream pipeline framework.   
 

We use profiling to explore how one might load multiple streams and engine instances using the 

software stack on a Dell EMC R7515 Server to maximize the total inference throughput produced 

by one of the T4 GPUs.  Using the RetinaNet / ResNet18 combination a single 32-bit floating point 

instance running on one of the T4s can produce ~96 frames per second of inference on our 

targeted 1248 x 348 pixel, 3 channel KITTI images. We show a case where, with multiple 8-bit 

integer engine instances running on multiple streams taken at suitable intervals, the frames per 

second produced using that one T4 GPU can reach as high as ~968 fps. At that higher rate of 

about a factor of 10 compared with the single-instance, single-stream 32-bit floating point case, 

the production then finally becomes decoder bound as well as compute bound. 
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Developing and Deploying Vision AI with Dell and NVIDIA 
Metropolis  -  Overview 
 

The NVIDIA® Metropolis framework accelerates the development and deployment at scale of AI-

enabled video analytics applications. It comprises three entities:  pre-trained models for computer 

vision, the TAO (Train, Adapt and Optimize) Toolkit that uses the power of transfer learning for 

fine-tuning and optimizing NVIDIA pretrained models with custom data, and the DeepStream AI 

video analytics SDK for deployment. Figure  shows the use of this end-to-end pipeline. During the 

deployment phase TensorRT CUDA libraries are leveraged, along with the multi-instance and 

multi-GPU capabilities of the Triton™ Inference Server, to provide inference at scale on GPU-

based infrastructure (cloud, on-premises data center, or edge). Figure  shows this AI vision 

ecosystem, including Dell Technologies as an NVIDIA EGX™ Server Partner.  

 

 
Figure 1. An end-to-end training to development pipeline for AI vision 
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Figure 2. Metropolis Ecosystem for AI Vison Tasks  

 

What is Transfer Learning? 
 

Transfer learning is the process of transferring learned features from one deep neural network 

application to another. A model trained on one task is then given supplemental training that allows 

it to operate on a different but partly related task. This often can be very effective as many of the 

early and middle layers in a neural network resolve portions of understanding that are useful for 

many final applications. As an example, the early layers in a convolutional neural network used 

for computer vision primarily work to identify basic low-level features such as edges, corners, 

curves and textures within an image. These learned features from the earlier layers provide 

information to later layers which become increasingly application specific, and the same basic 

earlier layers can, especially with a regimen of fine-tuning on targeted end application examples, 

support different prediction goals. What Is Transfer Learning? | NVIDIA Blog 

 

An advantage of transfer learning is that, since the early and intermediate elements of learned 

understanding within the network can be co-opted and applied towards different final goals, fewer 

specific training examples from the ultimate application are required to fully train an end-to-end 

network. Desired accuracy can be reached faster, and with less new data than by training the 

same model architecture from scratch. This can be crucial in situations where that final application 

might have limited or only expensive-to-get data samples to work with [2]. 

 

NVIDIA® TAO Pre-trained Models for Object Detection Overview 
 

Object detection is computer vision technology that both detects multiple objects and describes 
those objects’ locations. For a given image, object detection will recognize the individual objects 
and place bounding boxes around them. When running on streams of images, objects can then 
be tracked from frame to frame. NVIDIA’s NGC catalog makes available GPU-optimized object 

https://blogs.nvidia.com/blog/2019/02/07/what-is-transfer-learning/
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detection model architectures and associated feature extraction backbone networks that have 
been pre-trained and can then be re-trained using customer and application specific images:  
Object detection model architectures - 

• DetectNet_V2 

• FasterRCNN 

• SSD and DSSD 

• YOLOV3 and YOLOV4 

• RetinaNet 

Feature extraction backbones - 
• MobileNet_v1 and MobileNet_v2 

• SqueezeNet 

• ResNet10 /18 /34 /50 /101 

• GoogleNet 

• VGG16 /19 

• DarkNet19 /53 and cspdarkNet19 /53  

• EfficientNet_b0 – b5 
  

In  

Figure 3 we show an example of transfer learning applied to object detection using the NVIDIA AI 

software stack running on a Dell EMC Server. We chose to use the RetinaNet object detector and 

pair it with the EfficientNet_b0 backbone for feature extraction. While the pretraining done by 

NVIDIA was on the large and diverse set of ImageNet images, we now target the object detector 

to perform well on traffic images from another data set known as the KITTI benchmark set.  
 

We first use the TAO toolkit to convert KITTI dataset images into suitable training records, then 

using those training records we fine-tune the model - either with regular training or with 

Quantization Aware Training (QAT) which limits the precision carried within the computation to 

reflect that which will be used by the eventual inference engine. For our demonstration we used 

training on 180 epochs of data samples for each path. 
 

After a desired model accuracy is reached, indicated by the mean Average Precision (mAP) 

scores highlighted in light blue below, the TAO converter can be used to produce 32-bit floating 

point, 16-bit floating point or 8-bit integer inference engines.  In turn, for any of these engines we 

have our choice of deployment environments: we can run the engine with the TensorRT exec as 

a standalone inference engine, we can use it on multiple video streams orchestrated within the 

DeepStream framework, and finally we can use it within complex multi-engine instance pipelines 

created by the integrated DeepStream - Triton Inference Server combination. 
 

To improve performance, we look at two methods which can be employed either separately or 

together. The first method is to improve throughput performance by making the model smaller 

thereby speeding up the inference engines that derive from it. This is shown in the right-hand 

portion of  

Figure 3 where we prune the model. This is done by removing nodes from the model that, after 

training, have small activations and are therefore set to play a smaller role in run time inference.  

After each pruning pass we retrain in order to allow the model to try to recapture the understanding 
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that may have been incidentally trimmed out of the model. Once the model is at a desired size 

and accuracy the inference engines can then be derived from it and run as described earlier. 

 
 

Figure 3. Transfer learning with RetinaNet / EfficientNet using NVIDIA® TAO Components.  

 

The second method of improvement, depicted in the lower half of  

Figure 3, is to use Quantization Aware Training (QAT) to restrict the numerical precision 

maintained in the model during training.  This allows the model to use the training epochs to 

preserve accuracy and refinement in its predictions even while using the coarser activations that 

are allowed by the 8-bit integers that will be in use at inference time when using an 8-bit inference 

engine.  

 

While the mAP seen from the QAT trained models is lower for a given amount of training than for 

unrestricted 32-bit floating point training, the mAP of the 8-bit engines that are then derived from 

the QAT trained mode can be better than that which would have been seen from the 8-bit engines 

that are blindly converted from the non QAT 32-bit models. 
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In Figure 4 we show the 8-bit integer inference throughput numbers running both as a stand 

alone engine as well as inside of DeepStream (throughput numbers are also given using the 

MobileNetV2 and ResNet50 backbones): 

 
 

Backbone 

   

input video source 

batch-size;  
num-sources; 

model 
instances 

Inference Performance (FPS) 
Precision 

Mode 

  
TensorRT engine 

running standalone 
DeepStream running 

TensorRT engine 

ResNet18  INT8  sample_1080p_h264.mp4   1, 1, 1 318 297 

MobileNetV2 INT8  sample_1080p_h264.mp4    1, 1, 1   379 354 

EfficientNet INT8  sample_1080p_h264.mp4    1, 1, 1   260 248 

ResNet50 INT8  sample_1080p_h264.mp4    1, 1, 1   156 154 

  
Figure 4. RetinaNet Inference throughput with different backbones  

 

Next, we take a second example, that of the RetinaNet running with a ResNet18 backbone, and 

use it to discuss the deployment in DeepStream and DeepStream with Triton running on a Dell 

EMC PowerEdge R7515 Server in further detail.  We begin by giving an overview of the 

different tools and then go through the details of this RetinaNet / ResNet combination. Though 

this section will generally also go into more detail, please refer to Appendices C and D for actual 

step by step commands and training config file examples that will reproduce different stages of 

our experiment. 

 

NVIDIA® DeepStream SDK Overview 
 

DeepStream SDK is a general-purpose streaming analytics toolkit to build high-performance AI-

powered computer vision applications using NVIDIA® Jetson and NVIDIA® server GPUs. It takes 

streaming data as input and uses deep learning models to generate video insights in the form of 

image classification, object detection, or segmentation [3].  

 

NVIDIA® Triton™ Inference Server Overview 
 

Triton™ Inference Server is a software that allows deployment of neural and classical machine 

learning models in production environments at scale. It also provides the ability to deploy multi-

models. Triton™ simplifies the deployment of commercial inference services and delivers low-

latency, real-time inferencing to maximize both GPU and CPU utilization [4]. 

 
NVIDIA® DeepStream and TRITON™ Integration 
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The integration of DeepStream and Triton™ allows developers to quickly prototype end-to-end 

intelligent video analytic solutions and deploy models from multiple open-source frameworks such 

as TensorFlow, TensorRT™, PyTorch, ONNX-Runtime, and custom framework backends on both 

NVIDIA T4 and Jetson platforms. DeepStream 6.0 integrates Triton™ Server directly from the 

application. The following figure, Figure 5, shows the inference service natively integrated with 

DeepStream through the plugin Gst-nvinferserver via API. 

 

 
 

Figure 5. NVIDIA® DeepStream and TRITON™ Integration.  

 

Dell EMC PowerEdge R7515 Server Specifications 
 

The Dell EMC PowerEdge R7515 is a single-socket server built on a scalable architecture to 

support traditional and emerging workloads, including Software-Defined Storage (SDS), 

Virtualization, and Data Analytics.  

Table 1 summarizes its technical specifications. 

 

                      Specs PowerEdge R7515 

Number of Nodes 1 

CPU 

Host Processor Model Name AMD EPYC 7702P 64-Core Processor 

Host Processors per Node 1 
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                      Specs PowerEdge R7515 

Host Processor Core Count 64 

# of Threads 128 

Base Clock 2.0 GHz 

Max Turbo Speed 3.35 GHz 

Total L3 Cache 256 MB 

Socket Count 1P 

PCI Express® Version PCIe 4.0 x128 

Default TDP / TDP 200W 

SYSTEM MEMORY AND STORAGE 

Host Memory Size 256 GB 

Host Memory Type ECC DDR4 

Host Storage Capacity 3.2TB 

Host Storage Type NVMe SSD 

ACCELERATOR 

Accelerators per Node 4 

Accelerator Model Name NVIDIA® Tesla T4 

Accelerator Memory Capacity 16GB 

Accelerator Memory Configuration GDDR6 

Cooling  Passive 

HW notes ECC Off 

Max Power Limit 70 Watts 
 

Table 1. Dell EMC PowerEdge R7515 Server Specification 

 

Training the RetinaNet / ResNet18 model with TAO Toolkit and deploying it with 
DeepStream and Triton™ 
 

As before we retrain the model with images from our target KITTI training set inside the RetinaNet 

Jupyter Notebook retinanet.ipynb using the TAO tools. The TAO models, both unpruned and 

pruned, are converted from the .etlt format to TensorRT inference engines by the TAO converter.  

A separate engine is created for each of the 32-bit floating point (FP32), 16-bit floating point 

(FP16), and 8-bit integer (INT8) precisions.  

 

For deployment, we then used the NVIDIA® reference application DeepStream-app to run the 

object detection inference task and the DeepStream-Triton™ container image from the NVIDIA 

NGC™ catalog on the Dell R7515 PowerEdge Server. The progress from development to 

https://docs.nvidia.com/metropolis/deepstream/dev-guide/text/DS_ref_app_deepstream.html
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deployment takes five general steps shown here in Figure 6 

  
Figure 6. Workflow to Deploy Object Detection Models with DeepStream-Triton™ integration.  

 

This workflow is then broken into sub-steps as further detailed below:  

1- Train and Optimize the model with TAO Toolkit.   

The training process for RetinaNet requires as inputs the training config files, the pre-trained 

weights, datasets, retinanet_labels.txt. Below are the main subtasks when running the training 

for each epoch:  
 

• Loading experiment spec file (retinanet_train_resnet18_kitti.txt) 

• Merging specifications 

• Using DALI to load the data 

• Loading model weights 

• Setting NCCL  

• Training the epoch  

• Saving the model for the epoch 

• Producing predictions 

• Calculating accuracy mAP for each class 

• Validating the loss 
 

2- Generate TensorRT engines with TAO converter   

The TAO converter allows the model to be converted into a device specific high efficiency C++/ 

CUDA TensorRT inference engine implementation (at one of the three precisions 32-bit Floating 

Point, 16-bit Floating Point, or 8-bit Integer).  These TensorRT engines are suitable to be run 

within the DeepStream - Triton framework. 

 
3- Configure Model Repository 

The model repository is a configurable root directory where all the models reside. All the plugin 

instances in a single process must share this same model root. It includes the folder with the 

model, the labels.txt file, and the Triton configuration file config.txt, which provides required and 

optional information about the model. 

 
4- Update Config Files 

DeepStream configuration files are in the samples folder. A useful tool is NVIDIA® Polygraphy 

[8], used to introspect the model and determine its input and output tensor shapes, this information 

is required as part of the configuration step. Below is the description of these files: 

  

1 

Train and Optimize                  
the model with  

TAO Toolkit 

 

2 

Generate 
TensorRT           

engines with 

TAO converter   

 

3 

Configure 
Model 

Repository  

 

4 

Update  

Config     
Files 

 

5 

Deployment 
with          

 DS-Triton™ 
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●source1_primary_retinanet_resnet18.txt: reference app configuration file for using ResNet18-

RetinaNet model as the primary detector. 

●config_infer_primary_retinanet_resnet18.txt: Configuration file for the GStreamer nvinfer plugin 

for the RetinaNet detector model. In this file we provided the inference plugin information, input / 

output shapes, preprocessing, postprocessing, and communication facilities required by the 

reference application. 

5- Deployment with DeepStream-Triton™  

The device specific optimized TensorRT is now ready to be run within the DeepStream-Triton™ 

framework. 

 

Software Stack 
 
Table 2 below specifies the software stack, versions, and useful resources: 
 

Software Stack, Tools, and GitHub Repos 

OS 18.04.4 LTS (GNU/Linux 4.15.0-154-generic x86_64) 

Software Stack 

Pre-trained Models TAO Pretrained Object Detection 

Framework Backend TensorFlow 

Training Dataset KITTI  

Delivery method Container 

Script for training and optimization RetinaNet Jupyter Notebook retinanet.ipynb 

Python 3.6.9 

TensorRT™   7.2.2 

CUDA 11.1 

cuDNN 8.0.0+ 

Nvidia driver 470.57.02 

Tools 

For model training TAO Toolkit 3.21.08 

For model conversion 
TAO converter for x86 + GPU platform with CUDA 11.1 / 
cuDNN 8.0 / TensorRT 7.2 

For model visualization | inspection  Nvidia Polygraphy 

For model deployment at scale Docker image  deepstream:6.0-ea-21.06-Triton™ 

Links to computer vision models and container collection 

TAO Pre-trained models 
https://ngc.nvidia.com/catalog/models/nvidia:tao:pretrain
ed_object_detection/version 

TAO converter https://developer.nvidia.com/tao-toolkit-get-started 

Jupyter  Notebooks Collection  
https://ngc.nvidia.com/catalog/resources/nvidia:tao:cv_sa
mples 

 

Table 2. Software Stack, Tools, and NGC Collection 

 

https://ngc.nvidia.com/catalog/models/nvidia:tao:pretrained_object_detection/version
https://ngc.nvidia.com/catalog/models/nvidia:tao:pretrained_object_detection/version
https://developer.nvidia.com/tao-toolkit-get-started
https://ngc.nvidia.com/catalog/resources/nvidia:tao:cv_samples
https://ngc.nvidia.com/catalog/resources/nvidia:tao:cv_samples
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Dataset 
The KITTI training dataset from Karlsruhe Institute of Technology [5] has a total 7481 samples, 

the dataset was split in 6733 samples for train and 748 samples for validation.  Each sample is a 

1248 x 384 pixel, 3 channel image. 

  

Terminology 
● Stream: number of input source streams in form of recorded or live videos, in these tests 

we used single and multiple input pre-recorded videos 

● Batch Size: number of input samples to be processed simultaneously  

● Engine Count: the number of copies or instances of the model loaded in the GPU memory 

● Interval: the number of consecutive batches or frames between skips during inference 

Experiments and Results 
 

The RetinaNet with ResNet18 models were deployed in the DS-Triton™ end-to end pipeline with 

different test configurations to demonstrate inference at scale. All configurations were run using 

one of the four NVIDIA T4 GPUs on the Dell Technologies’ PowerEdge R7515 Server. Each 

configuration ran on 1248 x 384 pixel, 3 channel images.  

Table 3 presents the results and Figure  depicts that throughput performance: 
 

- For tests A, B and C we used the TAO converter tool to create CUDA optimized engines 

for precision modes FP32, FP16, and INT8, keeping the batch size, number of video 

stream sources, and instances of the model equal to 1. We observe throughput 

performance goes from 96 with FP32 to 278 for INT8.  

- For test D, we increased the batch size and video stream sources to 8. Total inference 

throughput for this configuration is ~544.  

- In test E we used an interval of 1, this raises total throughput to 968 and the processing is 

decoder bound as well as compute bound (average 95% GPU utilization and 96% decoder 

utilization) see  

- Table 35. 

 

Test Precision 

 
GPU ID Runtime 

Inference  
Batch Size 

Sources 
Count  
Model 

Instances 
Interval 

FPS (avg)  
per source 

FPS 
(avg)  
Total 

 
Speedup from 

single instance 32-
bit floating point 
baseline model 

A TensorRT-FP32 0 1 1 1 0 96.3 96 Baseline 

B TensorRT-FP16 0 1 1 1 0 196.7 197 ~2X 

C TensorRT-INT8 0 1 1 1 0 278.2 278 ~3X 

D TensorRT-INT8 0 8 8 1 0 68.0 544 ~5X 

E TensorRT-INT8 0 8 8 1 1 121.1 969 ~10X 
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Table 3. RetinaNet throughput experiments running on Dell R7515 with 1x NVIDIA T4 GPU 

Each custom application involves specific requirements, and the setting / tuning process varies 

on each case. For setting the parameters, NVIDIA® recommends some common practices for 

performance optimization [6]. 

 

Figure 7. Experiments and Results. Boost Performance Optimized Model ResNet18-RetinaNet Deployed 
with DS-Triton™ Integration 

 
Here we give an example of the visualization that is being produced with the engine running in 

the DeepStream-Triton framework (Figure 8 below).  
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Figure 8. Inference Visualization when deployed with DeepStream-Triton™ 

Low-Level Tracker Library Comparison 
 

The DeepStream SDK includes the gst-nvtracker plugin. This plugin allows the use of low-level 

tracker libraries for NvDCF, KLT, and IOU which track detected objects with unique IDs. The three 

reference implementations each have different own hardware utilization profiles and performance. 

For comparison and tradeoffs of these trackers please see the Appendix E “Gst-nvtracker Tracker 

Library Comparison”. Figure  shows the results of the object detector model deployed in INT8 

mode using three different tracker algorithms.  
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Figure 9. Low-Level Tracker Library Comparisons 

GPU Utilization 
 

Figure shows the utilization in terms of GPU compute, GPU memory, as well as encoder and 

decoder processing for the 6 tests A-E. For tests A through D there is capacity left in in gpu 

memory, as well as encoder and decoder processing even though the compute limit was reached. 

For Test E we set up intervals from 0 to 1, to skip one frame for inference, and observed that with 

this configuration the decoder processing, along with the GPU compute both become limiting 

factors on inference throughput.  
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Figure 10. GPU Activity (%): GPU Compute, GPU Memory, Encoder, Decoder 

 
The following figures, Figures from 11 through 15, show the plots generated with the NVDIA 

nvtop profiling tool [7]. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 11. GPU Utilization - Test A 
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Figure 12.  GPU Utilization - Test B 

 

 
 

Figure 13. GPU Utilization - Test C 
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Figure 14. GPU Utilization - Test D 

 

 

 
Figure 25. GPU Utilization - Test E 
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Conclusion 

● High accuracy video stream object detection and throughput can be achieved using 

pruned 8-bit integer models exported by NVIDIA’s DeepStream software stack running 

on a Dell EMC PowerEdge R7515 Server.  The 8-bit engines run about 3 times faster 

than the corresponding 32-bit floating point engines. 

 

● Using the NVIDIA® DeepStream-Triton™ framework, processing on the Dell EMC R7515 

can be loaded with multi-streams, multi-instances, and intervals to further increase total 

inference throughput. 968 fps was reached for the RetinaNet / ResNet18 combination 

which is roughly 10 times faster than that seen with the single model 32-bit floating point 

engine running on a single stream.   

 

● The hardware profile analysis conducted with nvtop (NVIDIA TOP) demonstrated that the 

deployment with DS-Triton was primarily compute bound (average GPU compute 

utilization was 96% among the tests), and once fully loaded by using multi-streams and 

multi-instances eventually becomes decoder bound as well (max decoder capacity 

reached 96%) with 8 streams and 8 instances on a single T4 GPU. Average GPU memory 

utilization was around 14% and the average encoder utilization was around 22%.  

Future Work 

● Performance evaluation of the low-level tracker DeepSORT. 

● Implementation of the process flow used on T4 GPUs with other NVIDIA GPU products 

like the A30 and A2 running from a Docker file. 
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Appendix A: Backbones and Networks Matrix Combination 

 
 

Figure 36. Backbones and Network Matrix Combination. Source 

 

Appendix B: NGC Registry Pre-trained Models 
The  

Table 4 show the list of pre-trained object detection models that are currently available to 

download in hdf5 format (by the time of this publication) from Nvidia NGC catalog: 

 

Backbone Pre-trained 
model 

Accuracy 
Reached 

(mAP) 
Batch 
Size 

GPU 
Model 

Memory 
Footprint 

Number 
of 

Epochs 
Total Size in 

Bytes 

mobilenet_v1 79.5 1 V100 26 80 27489360 

resnet50 77.91 1 V100 294 80 308488496 

resnet101 77.78 1 V100 576 80 604328880 

vgg19 77.56 1 V100 154 80 161183816 

darknet19 77.52 1 V100 153 80 160242408 

cspdarknet19 77.52 1 V100 63 80 65913984 

vgg16 77.17 1 V100 113 80 118655144 

googlenet 77.11 1 V100 48 80 49958952 

efficientnet_b1_swish 77.11 1 V100 27 80 28082680 

efficientnet_b1_relu 77.11 1 V100 27 80 28082608 

resnet34 77.04 1 V100 171 80 178944632 

resnet18 76.74 1 V100 89 80 93278448 

darknet53 76.44 1 V100 312 80 326824240 

cspdarknet53 76.44 1 V100 103 80 107993624 

resnet10 74.38 1 V100 38 80 40173128 

mobilenet_v2 72.75 1 V100 5 80 5258048 

squeezenet 65.13 1 V100 7 80 6776712 
 

https://docs.nvidia.com/tao/tao-toolkit/text/overview.html
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Table 4. NGC Registry Pre-trained Models List 

Appendix C: Reproducibility 

STEP 1:  Train and Optimize the model with TAO Toolkit 
1.1 Setup your python environment using python virtualenv and virtualenvwrapper. 
$ sudo su 
$ cd /home/ 
$ pip3 install virtualenv 
# To activate the virtualev 
$ source .venv/bin/activate 
# Install new packages after activating the virtualenv 
$ pip3 install virtualenvwrapper 
$ export VIRTUALENVWRAPPER_PYTHON=/usr/bin/python/python3.6.9 
$ docker login nvcr.io 
# Install Tao Toolkit 
$ pip3 install nvidia-pyindex 
$ pip3 install nvidia-tao 
$ tao info 
Stdout: 
Configuration of the TAO Toolkit Instance 
dockers: ['nvidia/tao/tao-toolkit-tf', 'nvidia/tao/tao-toolkit-pyt', 'nvidia/tao/tao-toolkit-
lm'] 
format_version: 1.0 
toolkit_version: 3.21.08 
published_date: 08/17/2021 
 

1.2 Download Collection of TAO Jupyter Notebooks and training specs for vision AI model 
$ wget --content-disposition 
https://api.ngc.nvidia.com/v2/resources/nvidia/tao/cv_samples/versions/v1.3.0/zip -O 
cv_samples_v1.3.0.zip -d /home/TAO_CV_Sample_Jupyter_NoteBooks_v1.3.0 
 

1.3 Start a Jupyter server using the following command (available ports within Dell: 80, 8080, and 443) 
$ Jupyter notebook --ip <YOUR_IP> --port <YOUR_PORT> --allow-root 
 
    Copy/paste this URL into your browser when you connect for the first time, 
    to login with a token: 
        http://<YOUR_IP>:<YOUR_PORT>/?token=663798ff510efe435606b3f90f95cc44357f702eea05cf2b 

 

1.4 Open a web browser and page the above URL to start working with the Jupyter notebook located at: 
http://<YOUR_IP>:<YOUR_PORT>/notebooks/TAO_CV_Sample_Jupyter_NoteBooks_v1.3.0/retinanet/retina
net.ipynb 

 

1.5 Follow the instructions described in “Object Detection using TAO RetinaNet” notebook to set up env 

variables and process the complete pipeline until the step “exporting the trained model to .etlt format”. The 

last step, exporting the model, will export the models into encrypted TAO .etlt format for each precision 

mode (FP32, FP16, and INT8), in the case of INT8 mode, the export step will  generate an .etlt file as well 

as the INT8 calibration file (cal.bin) 
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Figure 47. INT8 Mode Overview. Source 

 

 
 

Figure 58. FP16 / FP32 Mode Overview. Source  

 

STEP 2: Generate TensorRT engines with TAO converter  (from .etlt format to .engine 

format) 

2.1 Install converter within the docker image  

https://docs.nvidia.com/tao/tao-toolkit/text/semantic_segmentation/unet.html#int8-mode-overview
https://dell.sharepoint.com/sites/RAPIDS-PerformanceTesting/Shared%20Documents/Performance%20Testing/DeepStream_6.0+TensorRT+TAO+Trtion/:%20https:/docs.nvidia.com/tao/tao-toolkit/text/semantic_segmentation/unet.html#fp16-fp32-model
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Go inside the docker image deepstream:6.0-ea-21.06-Triton, download and install the tao-converter  

appropriate for the hardware and software stack under test (in our case for platform  x86 + GPU | CUDA 

11.1 / cuDNN 8.0 / TensorRT 7.2) 
$ sudo docker run --gpus all -it --rm --shm-size=1g --ulimit memlock=-1 –ulimit stack=67108864 
-v /tmp/.X11-unix:/tmp/.X11-unix -v /home/:/home/ 
nvcr.io/nvdeepstream/deepstream6_ea/deepstream:6.0-ea-21.06-triton 
$ wget https://developer.nvidia.com/cuda111-cudnn80-trt72-0 
$ unzip cuda11.1-trt7.2-20210820T231205Z-001.zip 
$ apt-get update 
$ apt-get install libssl-dev 
$ export TRT_LIB_PATH=/usr/lib/x86_64-linux-gnu 
$ export TRT_INC_PATH=/usr/include/x86_64-linux-gnu 
$ chmod +x -R /home/ 
$ chmod 777 -R /home/ 
$ /home/cuda11.1-trt7.2/tao-converter -h 

 

2.2 Save the docker image changes locally and work with a local mount volume 

Before exiting the container, open another shell window, find out the <CONTAINER ID> and copy the 

user Triton™ blog workspace at the localhost to save changes locally and modify files for experiments 

from localhost 
$ sudo docker ps 
$ sudo docker cp <CONTAINER ID>:/opt/nvidia/deepstream/deepstream-6.0 
"/home/Deepstream_6.0_Triton™/" 
 

Make the docker commit to save the changes within the docker 
$ sudo docker commit <CONTAINER ID> nvcr.io/nvdeepstream/deepstream6_ea/deepstream:6.0-ea-
21.06-Triton™_committed 

 

2.3 Convert to TensorRT engine in FP32 precision mode (from .etlt format to .engine format)  
$ export KEY=<YOUR_KEY> 
$ /home/cuda11.1-trt7.2/tao-converter -k $KEY  \ 
          -d 3,384,1248 \ 
          -o NMS \ 
          -e $USER /home/experiments/retinanet/export/retinanet_resnet18_INT8_FP32.engine \ 
          -b 8 \ 
          -m 8 \ 
          -t fp32 \ 
          -i nchw \  
/home/experiments/retinanet/experiment_dir_retrain/weights/retinanet_resnet18_FP32_BS8.etlt 

 

2.4 Convert to TensorRT engine in FP16 precision mode (from .etlt format to .engine format)  

The below commands  were used to generate the TensorRT engines optimized for max_batch_size=8 

(implicit batch networks) 

$ export KEY=<YOUR_KEY> 
$ /home/cuda11.1-trt7.2/tao-converter -k $KEY  \ 
          -d 3,384,1248 \ 
          -o NMS \ 
          -e $USER /home/experiments/retinanet/export/retinanet_resnet18_INT8_FP16.engine \ 
          -b 8 \ 
          -m 8 \ 
          -t fp16 \ 
          -i nchw \  
/home/experiments/retinanet/experiment_dir_retrain/weights/retinanet_resnet18_FP16_BS8.etlt 
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2.5 Convert to TensorRT engine in INT8 precision mode (from .etlt format to .engine format)  
$ export KEY=<YOUR_KEY> 
$ /home/cuda11.1-trt7.2/tao-converter -k $KEY  \ 
          -d 3,384,1248 \ 
          -o NMS \ 
          -c /home/experiments/retinanet/export/cal.bin \ 
          -e $USER /home/experiments/retinanet/export/retinanet_resnet18_INT8_BS8.engine \ 
          -b 8 \ 
          -m 8 \ 
          -t int8 \ 
          -i nchw \  
/home/experiments/retinanet/experiment_dir_retrain/weights/retinanet_resnet18_INT8_BS8.etlt 

 

1.4 Inspect the TensorRT engines with the Nvidia Polygraphy tool (optional) 

Polygraphy is a toolkit to assist in running and debugging deep learning models in various frameworks [8]. 
# To inspect models with Polygraphy 
$ python3 -m pip install nvidia-pyindex 
$ polygraphy inspect model 
/home/experiments/retinanet/export/retinanet_resnet18_INT8_BS8.engine 

Stdout: 

 
 

Figure 6. Model Inspection with Nvidia Polygraphy Tool 

 

STEP 3: Configure the model repository  

 

 
 

Figure 70. Model Repository Structure 
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Figure 81.  Frameworks Supported by DS-Triton™ 

 

STEP 4: Update the config files 

The configuration files are located at the samples folder in the DeepStream directory installation 

 

Figure 92. DS-Triton™ – Model & Configuration Structure 
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Figure 103. DeepStream Configuration Files 
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Figure 114. Triton™ Configuration File 

 

STEP 5: Run the Inference TensorRT™ DS-Triton™ 

Once within the container image, run the inference with the refence application  
$ cd /workspace/Deepstream_6.0_Triton™/samples/configs/deepstream-app-trtis 
$ deepstream-app -c source1_primary_retinanet_resnet18_retrained.txt 
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Appendix D: Training Specification Files 
 

Here is one of the configuration files named “retinanet_train_resnet18_kitti.txt” which defines the 

parameters needed to train the RetinaNet model with ResNet18 backbone.  

 
random_seed: 42 

retinanet_config { 

  aspect_ratios_global: "[1.0, 2.0, 0.5]" 

  scales: "[0.045, 0.09, 0.2, 0.4, 0.55, 0.7]" 

  two_boxes_for_ar1: false 

  clip_boxes: false 

  loss_loc_weight: 0.8 

  focal_loss_alpha: 0.25 

  focal_loss_gamma: 2.0 

  variances: "[0.1, 0.1, 0.2, 0.2]" 

  arch: "resnet" 

  nlayers: 18 

  n_kernels: 1 

  n_anchor_levels: 1 

  feature_size: 256 

  freeze_bn: False 

  freeze_blocks: 0 

} 

training_config { 

  enable_qat: False 

  pretrain_model_path: "/workspace/tao-

experiments/retinanet/pretrained_resnet18/pretrained_object_detection_vresnet18/resnet_18.hdf5" 

  batch_size_per_gpu: 8 

  num_epochs: 100 

  n_workers: 2 

  checkpoint_interval: 10 

  learning_rate { 

    soft_start_annealing_schedule { 

      min_learning_rate: 4e-5 

      max_learning_rate: 1.5e-2 

      soft_start: 0.1 

      annealing: 0.3 

    } 

  } 

  regularizer { 

    type: L1 

    weight: 2e-5 

  } 

  optimizer { 

    sgd { 

      momentum: 0.9 

      nesterov: True 

    } 

  } 

} 

eval_config { 

  validation_period_during_training: 10 

  average_precision_mode: SAMPLE 

  batch_size: 8 

  matching_iou_threshold: 0.5 

} 

nms_config { 

  confidence_threshold: 0.01 

  clustering_iou_threshold: 0.6 

  top_k: 200 

} 

augmentation_config { 

    output_width: 1248 

    output_height: 384 
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    output_channel: 3 

} 

dataset_config { 

  data_sources: { 

    tfrecords_path: "/workspace/tao-experiments/data/tfrecords/kitti_train*" 

  } 

  target_class_mapping { 

      key: "car" 

      value: "car" 

  } 

  target_class_mapping { 

      key: "pedestrian" 

      value: "pedestrian" 

  } 

  target_class_mapping { 

      key: "cyclist" 

      value: "cyclist" 

  } 

  target_class_mapping { 

      key: "van" 

      value: "car" 

  } 

  target_class_mapping { 

      key: "person_sitting" 

      value: "pedestrian" 

  } 

 target_class_mapping { 

      key: "truck" 

      value: "car" 

  } 

   validation_data_sources: { 

    image_directory_path: "/workspace/tao-experiments/data/val/image" 

    label_directory_path: "/workspace/tao-experiments/data/val/label" 

  }  

} 
 
 
To train the object detector RetinaNet with other backbones (ResNet50, EfficientNet_b1_relu 

, MobileNet_V2), please modify the below parameters in the training spec files. For example, for 

ResNet 50, please set arch: “resnet” | nlayers: 50. More info, please see NVIDIA TAO Toolkit - 

RetinaNet documentation [9]. 

 

 

 
Figure 12. Training Specification Files 
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Appendix E: Gst-nvtracker Tracker Library Comparison 
 

 
 

Figure 135. Low-Level Tracker Library Comparisons and Tradeoffs. Source 
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